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Abstract—Additively manufactured components were successfully fielded for the first time in a relativistic crossed-field device. Anode structures for a relativistic planar magnetron were 3-D printed from a photopolymer using a stereolithography printing process. One anode was electroplated with copper (RPM-12b), whereas the other was thermal sprayed with copper (RPM-12c). The coating thicknesses at the vane tips were approximately 0.18 and 0.23 mm, respectively. The performance and durability of these structures were evaluated in comparison with a solid aluminum anode (RPM-12a) fabricated via conventional machining.

The experimental parameters were cathode voltages between −150 and −300 kV, voltage pulse lengths of 200 to 600 ns, axial magnetic fields of 0.13 to 0.31 T, peak anode currents from 1 to 7 kA, and a base operating pressure of 9 × 10−6 torr. The 3-D printed anodes demonstrated microwave performance comparable to the aluminum anode, generating microwave powers in excess of 150 MW, with an average instantaneous peak total efficiency of 27% ± 10%. After 100 shots on each structure, neither anode showed any signs of operationally induced damage. The anodes did, however, have a higher rate of postshot outgassing, emitting 32% and 23% more CO2 per shot, respectively.

Index Terms—3-D printing, additive manufacturing, anodes, metallization, microwave devices, plastics.

I. INTRODUCTION

HIGH-POWER microwave sources serve a number of important applications in defense, industrial, and scientific fields. These applications include radar, materials processing, and counter electronics [1]–[3]. For some applications, source mobility is desirable. Unfortunately, many high-power microwave sources can be massive enough that incorporating these devices into mobile platforms becomes problematic. Replacing source components with equivalently functional less massive counterparts is one way to address issues with overall system weight.

An example of this is substitution of metal-coated plastic components for solid metal components, such as those demonstrated by Ge et al. [4]. The L-band relativistic backward-wave oscillator (RBWO) of Ge et al. [4] featured a slow-wave structure (SWS) fabricated from a machined plastic base component, which was then layered with nickel and copper and then chromium to form a 100-μm metal coating. The metalized plastic SWS was found to perform comparably to a solid stainless steel SWS at power levels approaching 2 GW and pulse durations of 50 ns [4]. It is important to note that in linear beam tubes such as the aforementioned RBWO configuration, the SWS experiences high RF electric fields but would not be expected to experience substantial impacting current from the electron beam, and thus, it is not immediately evident if this technique can be extended to high-power crossed-field sources. In high-power crossed-field sources, such as relativistic magnetrons [1]–[3], [5], [6] and recirculating planar magnetrons (RPMs) [7]–[10], the SWS, which supports the high electric fields associated with the A–K gap bias as well as the RF wave, also serves as the anode for the electron beam and is directly impacted by a substantial fraction of the electron beam current [1]–[3], [5]–[10].

Herein, we investigate the possibility of using a metalized 3-D printed plastic anode structure in a relativistic RPM. We designed the printed anode structures as drop-in replacements (i.e., geometric duplicates) of the previously studied aluminum anode structures described by Franzi et al. [10]. Fabrication of two different 3-D printed anode structures, each metalized using a different process, is discussed. The RPM performance utilizing each of the printed anodes is compared with the recent performance results obtained using the solid aluminum anode structure as well as with the previous results [10].

II. FABRICATION

The RPM-12a anode [Fig. 1(a)] is composed of two planar cavity arrays joined together by two recirculating bend sections. The four individual pieces are each machined conventionally from a block of aluminum and bolted together at the corners. The RPM-12b and c anodes were fabricated using a stereolithography (SLA) printing process, using DSM’s Somos WaterShed XC 11122 photopolymer [11]. This process and polymer were chosen for their high resolution and dense construction, respectively. In previous work, the Air Force Research Laboratory has used this particular photopolymer successfully for high-voltage applications. The anodes were...
Fig. 1. (a) RPM-12a anode, machined from aluminum, used as a baseline for comparison. (b) RPM-12b/c anode before coating process, composed of Water Shed XC 11122 photopolymer, which has properties similar to ABS or PBT. (c) RPM-12b anode, electroplated with copper. Some damage is visible on the top of the part, as a result of the coating process. (d) RPM-12c anode, coated via a copper thermal spray process. Discoloration on the top of the structure is a result of post-test handling without gloves.

Fig. 2. Defects resulting from the fabrication process. (a) Nonuniform coating and thin cracks were present between the vanes of the electroplated structure. (b) Thermal spray process produced regions of uneven thickness, resulting in an orange peel-like appearance. (c) Thermal spray process also resulted in some cracks along vane edges, which we repaired with solder before testing.

each printed and coated as a four separate parts, each roughly 25 cm × 8 cm × 11 cm, and then assembly into the 34.2 cm wide anode shown in Fig. 1(b). Commercial SLA printers are capable of fabricating parts as large as 1 m³, so the additively manufactured structure could have been fabricated as a single unit, but we chose to match the RPM-12a construction for direct performance comparison. The first set of pieces was coated by Fini-Finish [12] using a multistage process. The surface was first coated with a conductive epoxy and then electroplated with copper [Fig. 1(c)] to form RPM-12b. The
A. Challenges and Defects

For these prototypes, there were some notable defects that resulted from the metallization processes. The electroplated structure (RPM-12b) did not have uniform coating thickness, particularly within the anode vanes. As can be seen in Fig. 1(c), the vanes widen slightly in the back of each cavity. Whereas the outer surfaces were relatively smooth, the interior of each cavity [Fig. 2(a)] did not coat evenly, leading to higher surface roughness and some surface discontinuities. The electroplated structure also suffered from delamination in several places. In these locations, a copper bubble would form, usually over 4 cm in diameter and ~1 mm in height. We were initially concerned about trapped gas at the delamination sites and drilled small vent holes in many places to compensate, but many of the copper bubbles were between vanes and inaccessible. When placed under vacuum, the gas did not expand and damage the structure or create significant virtual leaks. In future work, the variation in coating thickness could be improved by careful design of the electroplating anodes, and delamination might be reduced with better surface preparation and alterations to the anode design to better accommodate the nuances of the electroplating process.

The thermal sprayed structure (RPM-12c) also suffered from variation in coating thickness [Fig. 2(b)]. As a line-of-sight process, thermal spray struggles to adequately and uniformly coat small holes or cavities, as well as sharp edges and corners. For the RPM-12c anode, the coating cracked in several places at the edge of the vanes [Fig. 2(c)] and had to be soldered to maintain electrical continuity.

III. Experimental Configuration

The Michigan electron long beam accelerator with a ceramic insulator stack (MELBA-C) was the driver for the RPM experiments, providing voltages between −250 and −300 kV for pulse lengths of 200 to 600 ns. A pair of pulsed electromagnets is positioned 21.6 cm apart in a pseudo-Helmholtz configuration and centered over the anode region to create a nearly uniform axial magnetic field, which was varied on a per-shot basis from 0.13 to 0.31 T. A #304 stainless steel vacuum chamber housed the magnetron and was operated at base vacuum pressures between 10⁻⁶ and 10⁻⁵ torr, as measured by an ion gauge mounted near the inlet to the cryopump, opposite to an SRS RGA-200 residual gas analyzer (RGA). A CuSO₄ resistive divider sampled the MELBA-C voltage pulse and a Rogowski coil within the vacuum chamber measured the current entering RPM-12a/b/c.

IV. Experimental Results

A. Magnetic Field Penetration

We compared the performance of the 3-D printed anodes with the baseline case of a four-piece aluminum anode,
RPM-12a. The differences in anode composition of the RPM-12b/c led to variation in magnetic field diffusion time relative to RPM-12a. As Fig. 4 shows, one of the advantages of using a metallized plastic structure, in conjunction with pulsed electromagnets, is an increase in peak field strength available within the magnetron. Consequently, for the same required magnetic field within the magnetron, a metallized plastic structure will have reduced requirements for its electromagnet. For our experimental setup, the electromagnets have a peak current of 1.1 kA, so the 3-D printed structures provided a broader parameter space to explore when identifying operating modes. In the future, it may be possible to create a more spatially uniform magnetic field within an RPM anode by adding and removing metallic material to optimize the field penetration in simulation. 3-D printed structures offer significant flexibility in this regard.

### B. Microwave Performance

Our primary concern for the additively manufactured anodes was to verify that they could withstand repeated use in an HPM device and that their microwave performance was not adversely affected by their construction. Performance and durability characterization involved determination of operating modes and associated frequencies, peak power produced, efficiency of operation, and peak anode current experienced.

Fig. 5 shows the voltage, current, and power waveforms typically observed from the RPM. This particular example was produced by RPM-12b, but these waveforms were qualitatively very similar for all three anodes. Microwave pulses were approximately 50–100 ns in duration, with startup occurring early in the voltage pulse. The magnetic field for the 3-D printed anode was varied from 0.13 to 0.31 T, whereas the range of magnetic fields accessible to RPM-12a was limited to 0.15–0.22 T, as noted in the previous section.

As Table I shows, the power and efficiency of microwaves produced using the 3-D printed anodes was comparable to those of the solid metal RPM-12a. These data are also in line with previous tests of the RPM-12a [10]. The previous work did not use optimized magnetic field timing, leading to spatial variations in the magnetic field profile. Subsequent improvements in magnetic field uniformity motivated retaking the RPM-12a data. Averages and standard deviations are calculated using only data from shots with a magnetic field between 0.15 and 0.22 T. Applying that filter leaves approximately 45 shots in each data set. Peak total instantaneous efficiencies were determined using the total current (including
endloss). Specifically, the efficiency was determined by dividing the peak total output power (sum of both waveguides) by the product of current and voltage at the time of the peak total output power. Therefore, efficiencies in Table I are total efficiencies, not electronic efficiencies.

Performance characterization also involved identification of the operating frequencies, which could then be related to operating modes predicted from analytical theory and simulation. FFTs of the RF voltage traces revealed the magnetron primarily operated at approximately either 0.978 or 0.998 GHz. Based on simulations and theory, 0.978 GHz is the $5\pi/6$-mode and 0.998 GHz is the $\pi$-mode.

C. Durability

By varying the magnetic field, we were able to subject the anodes to a wide range of operating conditions, as shown in Fig. 6. As noted previously, the power extraction setup for the current RPM prototype does not allow a direct measurement of endloss current. Consequently, the range of anode currents shown in Fig. 6 is based on an estimate of 25% axial current loss (total, from each end of the cathode). For the purposes of this work, the precise value of current striking the anode is not essential. As Fig. 6 shows, the RPM-12b and c anodes were subjected to a peak anode current over 6 kA and produced a peak total power of over 150 MW without sustaining any observable damage or reduction in performance. A typical pulse experienced 2 kA of anode current and produced 100 MW of the total peak power. It should be noted that this is the peak anode current, not the current at peak power, and is not intended to relate the two quantities in any way. It simply shows the extent of the conditions these anode structures endured over the course of these tests. As a point of comparison, however, the total current at peak microwave power was between 1 and 4 kA for all anodes tested.

Both 3-D printed anodes were tested for over 100 shots, experiencing currents of up to 8 kA, peak microwave power generation up to 170 MW, and voltage pulses over $-300$ kV and 500 ns in duration. RPM-12b was visually inspected after 50 and 100 shots, with no discernable operationally induced damage. RPM-12c was inspected after 100 shots and also appeared completely unchanged. Upon conclusion of all 200 shots, it was evident that a small amount of copper had deposited back onto the cathode, as it had taken on a faint orange sheen. It should be noted that neither anode was subjected to any runaway current events, which typically induce notable damage on our solid aluminum anodes. More rigorous durability studies (1000s of shots and material analysis) are planned for future work.

Due to nonuniform electroplating, the surfaces of RPM-12b were not completely flat, leading to gaps where the anode and recirculating bend sections were bolted together [Fig. 7(a)]. These gaps caused poor electrical contact and minor arcing between the anode sections. Not all interfaces had visual evidence of arcing, and Fig. 7(b) shows the most prominent example. Future 3-D printed structures will need to consider this aspect of electroplating and either eliminate sections where electrical contact is a concern or install the appropriate RF gasket material.

D. Outgassing

Outgassing is one of the primary concerns for 3-D printed structures. For our experimental setup, the base vacuum chamber pressure was consistently at $9 \times 10^{-6}$ torr, regardless of the shot sequence or the anode type. Table II summarizes the outgassing data for pre- and post-shot conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>CO $%$</th>
<th>CO $%$</th>
<th>He $%$</th>
<th>H$_2$ $%$</th>
<th>N$_2$ $%$</th>
<th>O$_2$ $%$</th>
<th>H$_2$O $%$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Shot Conditions</td>
<td>CO$_2$</td>
<td>CO</td>
<td>He</td>
<td>H$_2$</td>
<td>N$_2$</td>
<td>O$_2$</td>
<td>H$_2$O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPM-12a</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPM-12b (1st day)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPM-12b (2nd day)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPM-12b (3rd day)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPM-12c</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post-Shot Conditions</th>
<th>CO$_2$</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>He</th>
<th>H$_2$</th>
<th>N$_2$</th>
<th>O$_2$</th>
<th>H$_2$O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RPM-12a</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPM-12b</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPM-12c</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gas inventories before each shot series primarily consisted of N$_2$ and H$_2$O, irrespective of the anode material. Post-shot outgassing was also similar for all three anodes; H$_2$ was the primary constituent, with CO and CO$_2$, also consistently contributing.

No damage to the plastic substrate is expected, as the electrons should not penetrate either copper coatings. Assuming a 300-keV maximum energy when the electrons strike the anode (in reality, it will likely be much smaller, as the electrons give up some of their energy to the RF wave), the average path length traveled within copper, based on a continuous slowing down approximation, is 140 $\mu$m [14]. The average penetration distance along the angle of impact, however, is only 45 $\mu$m [15]. Even in the case of an optimal perpendicular impact at full beam energy, the electrons will not penetrate either copper coatings, whose thicknesses are over 200 $\mu$m.
of which anode was in the chamber. For ultrahigh vacuum conditions, where a bakeout is required, the outgassing and robustness of the 3-D printed anodes would likely be more of a problem.

We first obtained a baseline measurement using RPM-12a, noting a preshot vacuum composition of primarily N\textsubscript{2} and H\textsubscript{2}O, as shown in the top half of Table II. This is likely a result of a small vacuum leak at the microwave output windows. RPM-12b had similarly high N\textsubscript{2} and H\textsubscript{2}O levels, but substantially higher He. This was a result of the chamber being under vacuum for a longer period before beginning the shot series. Fifteen shots were conducted the first day, the chamber was kept under vacuum, and 40 more shots were conducted the following day. As Table II shows, the He fraction continues to climb as high vacuum is maintained, eventually becoming the dominant component. In our system, this is likely the result of the higher He diffusion rate through rubber o-rings and its lower pumping speed within the cryopump, and possibly saturation of the charcoal arrays within the pump [16]. After the second day of testing RPM-12b, we opened the chamber to atmosphere to inspect the structure for any damage. No changes were observed and we finished the shot series the following day. Consequently, the He fraction decreased substantially. The chamber conditions before the third day are the most comparable to what was measured for the RPM-12a and c, as in all three cases, the chamber had been pumped by a cryopump for roughly 24 h. Comparing these three items in Table II, we see comparable initial conditions.

Beyond the passive outgassing, we used the RGA to investigate the gas released during each microwave pulse. This was accomplished by subtracting a background histogram taken immediately before the shot from the histogram taken immediately after the shot. We initially expected that we might see a signature gas for the 3-D printed structures, which would appear only in their histograms, or in a larger quantity, but the observed postshot outgassing was consistent for all three anodes, as shown in bottom half of Table II. As expected, the primary constituent was H\textsubscript{2}, with CO and CO\textsubscript{2} also contributing significant fractions. Compared to the similar work in this area [17], [18], the relative fraction of water vapor was unusually low, possibly due to the lack of a fast gate valve. The H\textsubscript{2} fraction is likely slightly overestimated due to the way the RGA generates the histogram. We captured the histograms immediately after the shot, but the entire sweep from 1 to 50 amu still takes 1–2 s and starts at 1 amu. Consequently, the H\textsubscript{2} contribution is measured sooner, before the cryopump has reduced the inventory of all gases. Due to the small size of our chamber and the high pumping speed of the cryopump, the vacuum pressure rapidly decreases in the first 1–2 s. Attempts to reduce the pumping speed for better statistics resulted in unacceptably high base pressures, beyond what the RGA could reliably measure.

Due to the time required to complete a histogram sweep, we also monitored a single gas (CO\textsubscript{2}) pressure as a function of time for all the three anodes (Fig. 8). The RGA can make this measurement at about 4 Hz, so we are able to more reliably capture the relative partial pressure of that gas. RPM-12a had an average postshot partial pressure of $1.48 \times 10^{-4}$ torr, whereas RPM-12b and c averaged to $1.95 \times 10^{-4}$ torr and $1.81 \times 10^{-4}$ torr, respectively. As Fig. 8 shows, the majority of shots registered just under $1 \times 10^{-4}$ torr for each anode, but the 3-D printed anodes had a larger percentage of high-pressure events, saturating the RGA at $8.5 \times 10^{-4}$ torr. We speculate that these events were due to pockets of gas being released as the beam impacts the anode.

V. Conclusion

This paper demonstrates that additively manufactured materials have promising potential applications in high-power microwaves. Despite being subjected to highly energetic electron beams, the anodes displayed no visible damage and no deleterious effects on performance. By all indications in this limited study, they were acceptable replacements for a solid metal anode block, allowing the relativistic planar magnetron to produce microwave pulses in excess of 150 MW, comparable to the past results. Outgassing constituents from the additively manufactured structures were not substantially different from the aluminum control case, though they did exhibit slightly higher average postshot vacuum pressures. Furthermore, the plastic anodes exhibited a higher incidence of large increase in gas pressure during the microwave pulse. In these instances, the gas pressure briefly increased beyond what the RGA could reliably measure. For the film thickness and beam energies tested, electron penetration into the plastic structure is not a concern, with thermal effects expected to be the dominant damage mechanism. Given the short timescales and low repetition rate of this work, significant thermal effects were not encountered, but are an important component of continued work in this area. Similarly, whereas the 100 shots here demonstrate promising durability, a more exhaustive study is required to confidently predict material performance over thousands of pulses.
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